National Security proposal

Synopsis of full document:
My name is Philippe Sauvage, ethnic Breton, born in Paris (France) on December 30, 1953. In this epoch of
extreme crisis, I hereby offer my humble contribution to the onerous and protracted fight that lies ahead.
There are at least two fundamental aspects within my own personal background that should be considered
invaluable in the context of the current crisis:
1. First, through "unofficial" assignments, then as leading "operative'" of the French government throughout
the 1970s, I have been deeply and directly involved in the most radical and most sensitive forms of counterterrorism, in general, and of counter-Arabic-terrorism, in particular.
Thirty years later, my skills and expertise in this field have not diminished in the slightest, but, on the
contrary, have been honed so sharply that in order to carry out this kind of mission again.
2. The second aspect of my potential in the fight against terrorism is somewhat more difficult to appreciate
since it reposes on advanced techniques of special "psychological warfare" (or "psy-ops") that break away
from current conventional methods. I have spent the last thirty years of my life trying to establish with
incontrovertible scientific validity the frightening potential of new techniques of "subliminal warfare" (some
sort of distant and unconscious "hypno-programming").
Even though I could still be perfectly willing and ready to be tested, once again, on my own effectiveness in
any domain of national security and counter-terrorism, it is most certainly in the proven field of "subliminal
warfare" that I would, by far, feel the most confident.
As long as I am supplied with minimal intelligence and proper coordinates in order to adequately calibrate
and zero-in on any pre-established "terrorist target", I can guarantee that over a very short period of time,
following his being extensively exposed to my "subliminal warfare", his most essential mental functions will
begin to show significant neuro-physiological alterations.
There is also a third aspect of my ability that could be judged highly valuable. The most dramatic effects which
my "subliminal treatment" produces within the field of health (of traumatology should I say) occur in the
domain of severe burns (third-degree burns). Unlike any other sector of my work in the field of human health,
where there is always a slight chance that it would not entirely produce all the beneficial effects that one
could wish for, the domain of extremely severe burns is basically one-hundred percent dramatic-effectsguaranteed proposition. When on all other health issues my capacity to take care of a few people
(sequentially, twenty "patients" a day would be my absolute maximum) is inherently limited, in the domain of
extremely severe burns, I have the highly unusual ability to take care, simultaneously, not sequentially any
more, of hundreds (potentially thousands).
Thank you personally for your attention and interest. I beg you not to let your own country pass up such a
major opportunity in these times when national interest ought to prevail over all others. God bless America.
Philippe Sauvage

